We prove the equivalence {both classical and quantum) of the massive Thirring model with U (1) gauge theory containing the Thirring fermion, the sine-Gordon scalar, and a vector field as fundamental degrees of freedom. The construction is generalized to the SU(N) Abelian extension of the Thirring model. The mass of the scalar field is calculated in the leading order in the 1/N expansion and to first order in perturbation theory. The result agrees with the known exact result.
I. INTRODUCTION L =f(itI -m)it -(gy"P)- 
since the correction must be gauge invariant. Inverting this matrix we obtain Let us calculate the mass of the scalar particle in the large-X limit for the model specified by the Lagrangian equation (2.32). In the leading order in I/X expansion the only contribution to X comes from Fig Notice that
Thus Eq. (3.10) has one solution for any positive value of g and no solutions for negative g. The binding energy 6
(5=2m E) is dep-icted in Fig. 3 (Fig. 2) . In the momentum cutoff scheme it gives 2 S=g m. Evidently, to reproduce the correct axial-vector anomaly expression Eq. (2.25) (in the limit m~0) one is forced to choose the Pauli-Villars option. In this case the angle 0 cannot be eliminated.
In this case the scalar field P also describes the actual scalar massive particle; One can eliminate the fermion field itj from the Lagrangian equation (Al) by the usual bosonization techniques introducing an additional scalar field o'.
, ' e". a.o=q~, y, -, '(a"~) '= pied, gg=cos(&4m. o. ) . In this appendix we note that the same construction that was employed to represent the Thirring-sine-Gordon system in Sec. II can be also applied to the twodimensional electrodynamics.
To this end we consider the Lagrangian slightly different from Eq. (2.4): L = , 'p P pg-e""a"A-"+g(ig m -e-A )Q
